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 pages | buy on googleQ: How to use the wrap_content size in a ScrollViewer? I know how to set the width of a scrollviewer or a canvas. But how do I set the height for the scrollviewer so that it can stretch to the size of the child controls contained within it? A: If your ChildControls are within a stackpanel or grid then the scrollviewer will automatically use the width of the stackpanel or grid, and the
height will be set to the content. I’m certain a lot of you have been hearing about the release of the Mavic Air on Kickstarter. While the larger E3Mavic launched last month, there is one more drone in the electric quadcopter line that just missed the funding deadline. That drone is the Mavic Mini (with that one E missing). The Mavic Mini hits a good price point for a drone at $249. Even though it’s

smaller than the Mavic Pro, that doesn’t necessarily mean it’s a low-end drone. I’ve flown the Mavic Mini a few times to see what it’s like to fly the drone in terms of flight characteristics and video quality. Here’s a few of my impressions: The Mavic Mini doesn’t have a GoPro mount. Instead, it has a matching Mavic mount that holds the Mavic Mini in a perfect position. The Mavic Mini is very
lightweight at just 2.15 pounds. While the drones aren’t getting lighter, this one does have a surprisingly small battery and the flight time is impressive. I was easily able to fly for more than 20 minutes. It’s got a maximum flight speed of 20 mph which is fast. It can be controlled via your smartphone app but the Mavic Mini does not have a remote controller. I found the fly-by-wire control the most

responsive as it is much easier to reach the camera without taking your hands off the controls. One thing I haven’t seen people mention about the Mavic Mini is the placement of the landing gear. The Mavic Mini has two landing legs that 82157476af
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